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ABSTRACT

If an isotropic plassa column is placed coaxial and interior 
to a cylindrical waveguide, specific plasma waves will propagate. 
These surface waves offer a useful plasma diagnostic technique; 
specifically for examining the electron density variations near a 
wall. The theory of a four region system predicts that the n = 1 
mode will be a backward wave at short wavelengths if the plasma is 
surrounded by a thin layer of a high dielectric constant material.

To experimentally verify this phenomenon, a thin coating of 
TiOg was bonded to the inner surface of a mercury-vapor discharge 
tube. A perturbation technique was used to determine the dielectric 
constant of this coating. Experimental data was gathered on the 
discharge tube, i.e., electron plasma frequency versus discharge 
current and information for frequency versus propagation constant 
curves.

Qualitative agreement was shown to exist between theory and 
experiment. Values of were measured for the n = 1 mode which 
were greater than had been previously reported.

vii



I. INTRODUCTION

PLASMA WAVEGUIDE GEOMETRY
This paper describes the experimental investigation of a 

specific type of wave propagation, in particular wave propagation along 
a plasma-dielectric boundary in a partially filled waveguide. These 
waves, called surface-waves, are characterized by large energy 
densities near the plasma-dielectric interface and no propagation in 
the radial direction. A cross-section of the system geometry is 
shown in figure 1. The plasma region ( 0 < r < a ) i s  confined 
structually by a cylindrical dielectric tube ( b < r < c ) such as 
glass. A thin region ( a < r < b ) of a high dielectric constant 
material lies adjacent to the plasma. A third region ( c < r < d ) ,  

air in this system, could be filled with any material which has a

Figure 1. System cross-section
1



scalar permittivity. The copper waveguide at r= d encloses the four 
region system. The dielectrics are assumed lossless anti the wave
guide assumed to be a perfect conductor unless otherwise stated,

PIASTA DEFINITION
A plasma is defimd as a collection of approximately equal 

numbers of positive and negative charges with one or the other or 
both being mobile. In general „ the plasma Debye length must be small 
compared to the physical dimensions of the system,*® The plasma used 
in these experiments was generated by a mercury-vapor discharge«

PURPOSE FOR STUDYING PLASMA SURFACE WAVES
It has been estimated that 99®9 per cent of all matter in the 

universe exists in a plasma state® Therefore„ a considerable amount 
of effort has been placed on both basic and applied plasma research®^ 
One area common to both fields of research has been plasma diagnostics t 
the experimental evaluation of plasma properties by measurement tech
niques that do not significantly influence the property being measured® 
A great number of different techniques have been developed^, for 
example9 the use of small conducting probes® These probes are. inserted 
into the plasma to measure such properties as electron density and 
electron temperature®**' Several disadvantages arise when these probes 
are used; the probes mast be immersed in the plasma8 and the probe 
fields perturb the surrounding plasma®

Another class of diagnostic techniques relates the effect the 
plasma has on microwave propagation along or through the plasma to the 
plasma properties®5 it has been shown^0̂  that surface waves of the



type to be investigated here can be used for plasma diagnostics 
provided certain conditions are met by the waves* These conditions 
are discussed later in this chapter* It is the purpose of this paper 
to experimentally examine the feasibility of using a type of plasma 
wave, called a surface wave, to determine information about the plasma 
electron densities.

PREH005 INVESTIGATIONS
The work in this paper is based primarily on the theoretical 

and experimental work of Trivelpieee.^ Trivelpiece investigated the 
wave propagation properties of cylindrical waveguides both filled 
and partially filled with plasma, and the effects of a finite uniform 
axial d.c. magnetic field, B0. About the same time Smollin and 
Choraey^ perfonaed a theoretical analysis of special cases of filled 
and partially filled waveguides. The results they obtained were 
similar to those of Trivelpiece. Both - analyses assumed a BZero- 
Temperature" model of the plasma, (see Chapter H) and wav® propaga
tion in the axial direction. Only the results of Trivelpiece 8s 
xfork x-rill be discussed.

The analysis of the completely filled guide showed that two 
types of wave propagation were present for a finite magnetic field. 
These were the perturbed electromagnetic waveguide modes which have a 
phase velocity, Vp, greater than the speed of light, and the space 
charge waves whose phase velocity is generally less than the speed of 
light. The space charge modes can be classified as cyclotron or low 
pass modes as shown in figure 2. The plasma frequency, is the



4
natural frequency of oscillation of the plasma while the cyclotron 
frequency, CUc, is the frequency at which the plasma particles oscillate 
in the presence of a d.c. magnetic field.

I C CjC /<L. //̂Cs) /? /d’d'<L'5rr
^  cn ( T o ^  ̂

Figure 2. U)-/3 plot for the completely filled 
waveguide vrith COp cUc m



The space charge waves propagate because of aa exchange of 
energy between the kinetic energy of the plasma electrons and the r*f. 
electric field of the wave, $0.eetromagnetic raves propagate because 
of an exchange of energy between the r„f» electric Sndlmagnetibifields 
of'-. the wave«, Space charge waves are sometimes referred to as electro
mechanical waves because the effect of the r.f ® magnetic field has 
been replaced by the ref e motion of the plasma electrons,

Trivelpieee extended the analysis to botii too and three region 
systems j, again including the effect of toe axial d»e. magnetic field,
He found that space charge wave propagation still existed when the axial 
magnetic field was reduced to zero as was not toe case for the com
pletely filled guide. Space charge wave propagation in the partially 
filled systems exists in one of too forms: either as a pure surface
wave or as a combination of body wave and a surface wave, toe body 
wave which only exists when toe d,c, magnetic field is not zero depends 
on a perturbation of the volume charge density of toe plasma to interact 
with toe electric field of toe wave in order to propagate, toe surface 
wave exhibits an r,f, surface charge density at toe plasma dielectric 
boundary and hence only exists in partially filled systems. Wave 
propagation in the partially filled system exists as a combination body 
and surface wave when an axial magnetic field is present and as a pure 
surface wave when the magnetic field is zero, tols investigation only 
deals with pure surface wave propagation in toe four region system shown 
in figure 1, i,e, no magnetic field.
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Trivelpiece has showi both theoretically and experimentally 

that the lowest order azimuth ally symmetric surface wave is a low pass 
mode which can propagate as a backward wave for certain frequencies in 
a partially filled guide with Bq equal to aero, Carlile^ extended 
the analysis of this three region ^stem and demonstrated experimentally 
that the lowest order azimuthally non= symmetric surface wave was also a 
backward wave, Carlile^® also related the propagation constant of 
this lowest order asimuthally non»syrametric backward wave to the 
measurement of the plasma parameters, Carlile related ft to the average 
electron density in the plasma column with an estimated error of about 
six per cent. This diagnostic technique relates experimental data 
to the theoretical cut-off frequency of the n = 1 surface wave. The 
cut-off frequency of the surface waves are proportional to the square 
root of the electron density. It is shown in chapter two that the 
energy of these surface waves is spread between the plasma and the 
waveguide wall for small values of 0  and concentrated at the plasma 
dielectric interface for large values of /3 . This means that the 
cut-off frequency of these surface waves will change with (3 if the 
electron density is not uniform across the plasma column, %r comparing 
experimental data with theoretical C0-/3 curves (prepared with various 
radial variations of electron density) the average electron density 
and possibly the electron density variation with radius can be measured. 
For this diagnostic technique it is necessary to use the lowest order 
non-symmetric (n = 1) surface mode because (3 is a single-valued 
function of to while the h = 0 mode investigated by Trivelpiece is
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a double-valued function „ It is necessary for ^3 to be a single
valued function of 6d> in order to excite plasma waves at the larger 
value of /3 „ If ^  is a double-value function of „ predominant 
excitation, at frequency <jj , occurs at the lower value of yS e

CarlUe was unable to measure the propagation constant of the 
n = 1 surface waves at very short wavelengths or large values of {3 „
because of losses introduced by the non-ideal plasma. It has been 

10shown that the attenuation constant for the actual propagating 
waves is finite and inversely proportional to the group velocity of 
the propagating wave. Therefore, in order to extend this diagnostic 
technique to short wavelengths, some method of increasing the group 
velocity must be provided. It can be shown^D^®^ and in Chapter II, 
that large group velocities can be obtained by surrounding the plasma 
column with a thin coating of a high dielectric constant material. 
Madison^ extended the quasi-static analysis of Trivelpieee and Carllie 
to the four region system shown in figure 1 and obtained the curves 
shown in figure 5® Madison’s theoretical curves were based on the 
assumption that a thin coating of material such as rutHe (TiOg) with 
a relative dielectric constant of <=-- = 80 could be bonded to the 
glass container adjacent to the plasma column.

PURPOSE MB  SCOPE
The purpose of this paper, as previously stated, is to 

experimentally exaoine the feasibility of using surface waves as a 
plasma diagnostic technique. In order to do this a mercury vapor 
discharge tube had to be constructed which contained a section of



quartz tubing -whose inner wall was coated with a thin layer of a high 
dielectric constant material., A technique for coating tubes and 
measuring the relative dielectric constant had to be developed. Mien 
the discharge tube was completed the experimental data had to be 
compared with the theory as given by Madison, If it could be shown 
that the dielectric coating had the effect of extending the n = 1 
backward, wave region (to higher values o£ (3 )t then this would be a 
decisive step toward developing this diagnostic technique. The scope 
of this paper then was to construct a discharge tube containing a 
coated section .and to obtain experimental CO-/2 curves to verify the 
theoretical curves of Madison,



II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

In order to provide a background for the experimental 
investigation certain specifics of previous theoretical analyses^' 
will be reviewed. We will discuss the plasma model and its basic 
assumptions, the plasma dielectric tensor, the quasistatic analysis 
of the two region system and finally the types of loss and their effects 
on surface wave propagation. We will only examine in detail the formal 
analysis of the two region system. This will allow us to qualitatively 
understand the backward surface waves which propagate in the four region 
system and will stress the need for the thin high dielectric constant 
material coating adjacent to the plasma column. The results of 
Madison1 s^ analysis will be presented as CO-/3 curves for this specific 
system.

SYMBOLS
The rationalized mks system of units is used throughout this 

paper, and the following symbols will be employed:
r, z elements of the cylindrical coordinate system

shown in figure 1 
a, b, c, d radii shown in figure 1
E electric field intensity, volts/meter
B magnetic flux density, webers/meter2
H magnetic field intensity, amperes/meter
Bq d.c. axial magnetic field, webers/meter2
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/4> permeability of free space, henry/meter
Go permittivity of free space, farad/meter
Cr relative dielectric constant of lossy media

 ̂ loss tangent of dielectric media
<£> permittivity tensor of the plasma

> conductivity tensor of the plasma
(V frequency of source, radian/second
LUr - f yyj'5 plasma frequency of plasma electrons, radian/second

; cyclotron frequency, radian/second
^  wave number or loss free propagation constant,

meter-1
A  guide wavelength, meter
y, ~ phase velocity of wave, meter/second
 ̂ group velocity of wave, meter/second9 OyO

number of azimuthal variations /2 rr radians of 
the potential function
potential function solution to Laplacefs equation 

of attenuation constant, nepers/meter
% complex propagation constant, meter-1

COLD PLASMA MODEL
In order to study physical phenomena such as wave propagation 

through a plasma, a model must be devised for the physical system.
As is the case in most instances the more rigorous or exact the model, 
the more intractable the mathematics. We will choose one of the 
simplest models of a plasma that is available, noting carefully its

n
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region or validity and its underlying assumptions. It also should be 

noted that this "cold plasma" model has been shown to give results 

which agree quite vTell -vnth experimental data obtained by Trivelpiece8 

and Carlile 1 0. Our model -vrill be that of a homogeneous dielectric whose 

permittivity is a function of frequency. 

e wlll first asswne that the J.: asma is a nuid consisting or 
three intenning1ing viscous nuids or electrons, ions am neutrals t1hich 

interact only through their collisions vli th each other. It will also 

be assumed that our operating frequency is so great that only the 

electrons react to the r.r. fields. This is true when one looks at 

the differences betvreen the masses of the three types of particles. 

Hence we only allow current to be carried by the electrons and the role 

of the ions is to keep the plasma macroscopically charged neutral. 

It is also assumed that the Lorentz force on the electrons due to the 

r .r. magnetic field can be neelected t-lhen the particle velocity is 

small compared to the speed or light. 12 

The Boltzmann equation is used to statistically describe the 

pla.sna characteristics. 'D:1is dif'ferential equation describes the move

ment o£ representative points (for a specific type of particle) in a 

six-dimensional tiJ.ase space. It can be shmm 1 J that the momentum 

transfer equation (equation n-1 ) can be derived trom the Boltzmann 

equation. 

c.l ~m "" -
' -

l : 

· ... 1-
- - 'I' 

/;~ 

{. , E .. - . ... 
.,..-

j ~ 
- //., .'/ 1/ n.1 
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In doing this we have assumed that the plasma has a constant effective 
collision frequency, . This is not true in general; in fact, it
is only a constant when the particle*s induced velocity, Lg , is much 
smaller than the random or thermal velocity, . If >> were 
not true, the momentum transfer equation would be non-linear in 
velocity since the effective collision frequency is a function of the 
particle * s total velocity,

Madison**1 has shown that the term | ̂ / » which is due to 
thermal effects, is much smaller than I I for a typical mercury
gas discharge and therefore can be neglected in the momentum transfer 
equation. Equation II.1 becomes:

~  ^  ̂  ^  II.2
If we further assume exp(iwt) variation for the first order variables, 
we can write

and further

—  r

II. 3

^  II.4
If BQ = 0, then we can write

3-, f.rr l ( >4 -r cu) y II. 5
from which we can derive a conductivity tensor, <f d"> . This is 
possible since we know that the conduction current J is related to 
the electric field by the equation

J - <(T> ■ e  - cry s? ii.6



We can put equation II.5 into a matrix form such as

II.7

Therefore, we can solve equations U .6 and II.7 for . The
conductivity tensor < T> vrill be used to calculate the dielectric 
tensor > .

In order to derive the dielectric tensor from the momentum 
transfer equation, we assumed exp(iwt) variation for all first order 
variables. This allowed us to write

i"-
In general Cr will be a function of position and time. Thus, we 
have ignored the spatial variation of <5 in deriving the conductivity 
tensor, since spatial variations of £ are second order effects.
The induced velocity, found by solving equation II.5# would have to 
be found t̂ y integrating the force on the particle, P fF , along the 
particle's trajectory. Since other conditions have already stipulated 
that the random velocity be much larger than the induced velocity, 
we can believe equation II.5 provided the distance the particle moves 
in one period of the wave is small compared to a wavelength, i.e.,

where T  = period of the traveling wave. What this essentially 
requires is that the particle move only a very small distance away 
from its original position during any one period of the wave. This 
means that the net force on the particle due to the electric field will

II.9



be zero averaged over one period of the wave, which is true for a 
particle sitting in a uniform time varying electric field. This last 
statement is the assumption under which we write exp(iwt) variation 
only for all first order variables.

In general, we have developed two simplified models of the 
plasma. One includes the effect of losses through 4: while the 
other assumes 4 = 0, or a lossless plasma. The former is called a 
temperate plasma model, and its region of validity lies in the range

This plasma is homogeneous in space and the ions and neutrals are 
assumed to be fixed in space while the electrons are allowed a finite 
temperature providing 11.10 is satisfied. Notice that the condition 
lCjj/>̂ larl can Possibly be violated if the phase velocity of the wave 
becomes too slow or a resonance is approached, i.e., • If we
make the additional assumptions /A = 0 and that the electrons have no 
thermal motion and only oscillate about their fixed positions in 
space, the model is called a "cold plasma" model. This latter model 
will be used throughout the remainder of this paper.

DIELECTRIC TENSOR
A plasma is in general an anisotropic media, and its conductivity 

can be mathematically defined by a tensor of the second rank <f£ > . 
Maxwell * s equations for an anisotropic media can be written
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11.12

11.13

11.14

where

<rcr> . 6 11.15

and we have assumed exp(iut) time variation. It is sometimes convenient 
to define an equivalent dielectric tensor as in 11.11 which is 
frequency dependent and independent of position?*^ This can be 
accomplished by combining equations 11.11 and II.15 as follows

€. - 6% ' V  i >

where <1> is a unity tensor. A general form of the dielectric

11.16

tensor is8

£ - — C. (T)
11.17

'J3
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where

^

— <6̂ ,

L -f-

aXc. /
6c; I CL>c 7~ — CO

OJp
co^^ 3  ^

Since B0 = 0 in our investigation, the tensor <6 > reduces to a 
scalar with

€4,4 - £ 3 3 ^  1 -

Maxwell1 s equations can then be rewritten as

Vvc /V ■= z <=̂> <£■, <£r
--i —X
(F - -i,aj/J0 H  

V- ~ &

In the analysis it has been assumed that the permeability of the 
plasma is /4> .

11.18

11.19

11.20

11.21

11.22 

11.23 

H.24 

II.25

QUASI«STATIC APPROXIMATION
Since the experimental evidence presented will be in support 

of a theoretical curve based on the quasi-static analysis i.e., <:< c.



it seems appropriate to briefly justify the analysis. Maxwell*s 
equations can be put into the following form

nbjr) ^  ^  J  n .26

£<p= -h ( i h * ) r - ^  v- ituj/j* iMi 7
J 11.27

^  ' T v 7 7  z A  0 *  - 0 ]

“•f- -

11.28

11.29

where the transverse components have been written in terms of the 
longitudinal terms Ez, Hz, and exp i(wt -^z) variation has been assumed, 
This assumption vjill hold true for the remainder of the paper.
Now define

£  - £  v- c- " II.30

//= / V V  p " 11.31

where E* is the TM component of E and E* * is the TE component of E.
If we examine the TM electric field components of equations 11.26 and 
11.27 by setting Hz = 0 and assuming <:< ,6 , we see
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-  p  i-f # ;  =  - i L p  n . »

< /  = 9  ' -,pf ( & )  = • »

Therefore

cr

but in cylindrical coordinates this is just

# ' =  - 11.36

In the same manner we can obtain the sloi-7 TE magnetic field solutions 
from a scalar magnetic potential, i.e., H* * = — • It can be
shown that pure TE slow waves cannot satisfy the boundary conditions 
in the interior of a completely enclosed waveguide.^ Therefore, all 
of the slow backward surface waves studied are pure TM or mixed in 
nature. We will look for pure TM modes whose fields must satisfy 
the boundary conditions. We further assume that the electric fields 
can be derived from a scalar potential.

QUASI-STATIC SOLUTION OF THE TWO REGION PARTIALLY FILLED WAVEGUIDE 
The system cross-section is shown in the insert of figure 4. 

Talcing the divergence of equation 11.22 gives

v- V* 11.37



Since ^  is independent of position equation 11.37 becomes

v- v /  = <f; c  11.38

which implies either 6  ̂=- o or d o

If O  - ■= II.39

we have no wave propagation but oscillations at the electron plasma 
frequency. V/e will assume 2̂^  ftL . Therefore, to solve for the 
surface wave fields and the dispersion relation ( ) we must
solve V z (//)-- cd with the following boundary conditions. The
potential must be finite at the origin, the tangential electric fields 

must be zero at the waveguide boundary and continuous 
at the plasma dielectric interface. The normal displacement Dr must 
be continuous at the interface. In cylindrical coordinates

^  r  #  -  O  11.40

a product solution

Hr, 4,*,) = ii.4i

will separate equation II.40 into three ordinary differential equations

-V- Hi -= O  11.42

—f  -> ^  tT -  o  n .4 3
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where n is a positive or negative integer and o . Equation
11.44 is the modified Bessel1s equation with solutions of the form

The general form of the solution of II.40 is

- [Crn(fir) -> D k n (frjj - W  - /% 3 11-45

where C and D are arbitrary constants determined by the boundary 
conditions. Application of the above conditions gives

O <r< cl (/)(r/4,£) ~ <2&p t (cjl)̂ ~ ) 11.46
Tn r j$a)

« ir<6 ^  ] = I p M L j  11.47
^ [^)khC^J-Z, (jSk)k„((}«) v '

where ^  ̂  j, j = ± . This solution is sketched in figure 3 for
the lowest order symmetric surface wave, i.e., n = 0.

Kadi<~>z> r

Figure 3* Potential of the two region system 
as a function of radius.
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The electric field components of the surface vaves can be found from 
equation II.36. The dispersion relation is found by the boundary 
condition that the normal displacement Dp be continuous at the 
interface; this gives

(i- ~ j j I J-n((3a) krfjpis')- in(fib) ^n(fia) 7 II. 48
^  ( (ĵ )i I 2̂ , (fia) (pk) k'n (/36l) j

This function is sketched in figure 4 for the lowest order symmetric 
surface mode for two values of 6V . The resonant frequency (i.e., 
the frequency for which j ar ) is determined by the relation

CO- ' 11.49

-  1.0 tl' ̂ 
<fz - J.7S

/ /<Dr
a -/Arise reg/<0/7 3 /e/r],
\ yyuaP'j; Q/r

k

f̂r'Cpa/JC* A<£>z-> C A>r5 7̂ 7/0 /

Figure 4. ^-^5 plot for the two region system
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At large values of propagation constant, or short wavelengths, the 
energy density of the wave is bound quite closely to the interface while 
for small values of ^  the energy density is spread throughout the 
region a < r < b, as in figure 3« As ~ increases, the energy becomes 
more and more concentrated at the interface. The effective dielectric 
constant seen by the wave approaches that of the dielectric nearest 
the plasma, which lowers the value ou/ top . This explains the backward 
wave region sketched in figure 4 for the three region system. Now 
it can be understood why a thin high dielectric coating next to the 
plasma column would increase the width of the backward wave region 
and cause the group velocity to be higher at shorter wavelengths.

Madison^ analyzed the four region system and obtained a 
computer solution for the to- /3 relationship. Specific values for 
this experimental system were inserted in the program and the curve 
of figure 5 obtained. These curves, for the n = 1 slow surface modes, 
which were done for a three region system (no coating) and a four region 
system (TiOg coating) illustrate our previous qualitative argument.
We can see that the need for a coating is imperative for the investiga
tion of slow surface waves at large values of (3 because of attenuation 
con siderations.

PLASMA LOSSES AND THE WAVE ATTENUATION CONSTANT
It has been stated in previous sections and in Chapter I that 

the primary purpose of the high dielectric constant coating was to 
extend the range of backward wave propagation to shorter wavelengths by 
increasing the group velocity which in turn reduces the attenuation
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losses. It is now instructive to examine the various types of losses 
which will attenuate surface waves.

In the "cold plasma" model we assumed that there were no 
collisions. This is not true for an actual plasma. Since the particles 
have finite thermal velocities and the degree of ionization is low 
in mercury discharge, there will be collisions between electrons and 
the neutral atoms and positive ions. Collisions will also occur 
between electrons and the wall. Carlile^ and others have pointed 
out that because of these collisions (if we define a constant effective 
collision frequency, ), the waves will no longer propagate as 
exp l(wt- (3 z) but as exp i(wt- Y z) where {% - i?* • Beta is
the lossless propagation constant previously discussed, and alpha is 
the attenuation constant. Carllie then shows that

<5C TF" 11.50

Even when ^  is not constant, the attenuation constant is still 
inversely proportional to .

Another type of loss which was ignored in the simplified system 
model was the wave attenuation that arises when the dielectrics are 
not lossless but have a complex dielectric constant

5"= 6 ^ ( 1 - far, H .51

These dielectric losses become especially important at short wave
lengths where the energy is confined mainly in the lossy dielectric 
next to the plasma rather than the lossless air region between the 
dielectric and the waveguide wall. It is therefore important that the



dielectric closest to the plasma have low losses as well as the large 
dielectric constant.

A loss akin to Landau damping 4̂ in the plasma sheath has 
been predicted by Pavkovich and Kino^ and by S t o v e r T h e  plasma 
sheath is a thin region ^  0.001 inch thick which supports a potential 
drop between the plasma and the confining wall. The sheath has not 
been taken into account except in connection with the loss mechanism 
described here. This loss, which is based on numerical integration 
of the collisionless one-dimensional Boltzmann equation, determines 
an effective sheath impedance to explain the r.f. properties of the 
sheath. Pavkovich and Kino associate the real component of this 
impedance with Landau damping within the sheath. Stover was able to 
explain experimental r.f. attenuation measurements in a three region 
mercury discharge system using the Pavkovich-Kino theory. Fortunately 
this loss is also inversely proportional to the group velocity and can 
be reduced by increasing Ua •



III. THE DIELECTRIC COATING

DIELECTRIC COATING MATERIAL
It was shown in Chapter II that an important step in the 

experimental study of surface wave plasma diagnostics is to obtain 
a thin high dielectric constant region adjacent to the plasma. If 
a mercury vapor discharge is used as the plasma, a cylinder usually 
glass, pyrex or quartz contains the discharge. In this case the 
dielectric material must be applied to the inner surface of the 
cylinder. Before considering the details of applying such a coating, 
we should examine the requirements for the coating material.

The most obvious requirement is that the material have a 
large dielectric constant. To minimize the dielectric losses the 
loss tangent of the material should be low. [_ This also points out 
the need to use quartz (tan <5 = 4 x 10”̂ ) instead of pyrex 
(tan & = x 10”̂ ) for the confining cylinderJ One other require
ment is that the material have a low vapor pressure. It is extremely 
important to have very pure mercury vapor (pressure ^  10“  ̂torr in 
the absence of mercury) in order to obtain a low noise reasonably 
uniform plasma.7 Any coating material would then have to have these 
properties: low dielectric loss, low vapor pressure and a large
dielectric constant.

In 1946 von Hippel and his co-workers^? published a study 
on High Dielectric Ceramics. Their work dealt with titanium dioxide 
and titanate compounds. They found that titanium dioxide combined

26
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both a large dielectric constant and a low loss tangent. Fortunately 
for our works titanium dioxide also has a low vapor pressure, 
approximately < 1x 10”^  torr,^

The large dielectric constant is accounted for by the polari
zation in the ionic crystal lattice. Dipole moments are created 
because of the displacement of the ions from their equilibrium 
positions. Since titanium dioxide is a stable compound, the ions are 
strongly bound and have resonant frequencies of vibration in the far 
infrared. Thus, the ions râ r be able to follow.even microwave fields 
without delay and hence exhibit low losses. Mo other coating materials 
were found to be as advantageous as TiOg.

Titanium dioxide is found in three crystalline forms: rutile,
brookite, and anatase. These have mean dielectric constants of 
approximately 114, ?8 and 31 respectively,^ ̂ Rutile is the most dense 
at 4,25 gm/ec as opposed to 4,11 and 3,8? gm/ee for brookite and 
anatase. Both brookite and anatase are converted to rutile when 
heated to temperatures between 700° C and 92(f C; ihe transition is 
not reversible, ^

The measurements made by von Hippel^?were made on dense 
ceramic samples. Some of the samples were obtained by dry pressing 
into disks.the dry powder with pressures of 1000 lbs/in^. Other 
samples were slip cast in plaster of Paris molds. The samples were 
then slowly fired in an oxidizing or neutral atmosphere to a maximum 
of 1350°C, . They were held at this temperature for six hours, then 
allowed to cool slowly for about eight hours. Both example types

19exhibited the same electrical characteristics. Other investigators



have also prepared dense samples of ratile in a similar manner0 
Kingery^ has sheen that the dielectric constant of ratlle is a 
function of its density and the time fired at the peak temperature, 
Berberieh and Bell^9 also showed that a small amount of imparity 
in the form of a low dielectric constant material reduces the 
dielectric constant of the sample. The titanium dio3d.de used for 
these experiments was "Ti-Pure" R-lOO obtained from DuPont, Its 
chemical analysis is as follows in percentage by weight: TIO2, 97;
AlgO^g 1; SiOg, 0,3; HgO, 0,5; Fe, 35 ppm and Si, 6 ppm,

TUBS COATIBG PROCESS
How that a suitable coating material with the correct electrical 

and ceramic properties, titanium di02d.de, has been found a method 
is required for applying a thin coating (approximately 0,005 era, 
thick) to the inner surface of a quartz tube. The quartz tube has an 
inside diameter of about 0,785 cm, and a length of 25,4 cm. In order 
to obtain a dean bonding surface and to minimize outgassing from 
dirty surfaces, the tube was thoroughly cleaned with nitric acid and 
rinsed with distilled water. The tube was then dried over a Bunsen 
burner, When the tube cooled the coating mixture was applied.

The coating: mixture consisted of the dry titanium dioxide 
powder and a suitable binder. Several binders were tried but only 
one yielded consistent results. It was a one to two percent solution 
of ethylene diamine. This was one of the binders used by von Hippel!^ 
The final mixture consisted of approximately 35 ce of the ethylene 
diamine and 70 grams of titanium dioxide powder. This mixture was
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placed in a closed container and shaken vigorously for several minutes 
in order to obtain a uniform solution* The solution was allowed to 
sit for several minutes to allow air bubbles to rise to the surface 
and break*

A rubber stopper was placed in one end of the cleaned tube
and the coating solution poured in the other* Approximately three-
quarters of the tube was filled and the other end then plugged*
The tub© was then gently rolled, twisted and maneuvered such that
the entire surface was coated* The excess solution was poured off and
the tube shaken to remove all additional excess that would not pour

*
out easily*

Uniformity of the coating was judged by holding the tube 
in the light and observing the uniformity of the light passing 
through the coated surfaces* Air babbles and large particles of the 
titanium dioxide could be found by looking through the ends of the 
tube* If the coating did not look uniform, the tube was washed and 
the entire process repeated. Changes in the coating solution such 
as the addition of more powder or more ethylene diamine were some
times necessary but these were only slight changes from the basic 
formula*

The tube was then allowed to dry for two days at roan 
atmosphere* The tube was again inspected for cracks in the coating.
Then the tube was placed in an opaque open ended quarts cylinder 
(outside diameter = 5 cm*) on porcelain chips (to prevent the two 
glasses from bonding to each otiier) and placed in an air oven to be



firede The firing accomplished several purposes? to remove all water 
from the coating and to provide a high enough temperature for the 
titanium dioxide to sinter and form a dense non-porous coating,
A slow firing schedule was used to reduce strain on the coating- 
quartz bond, A rate of 100°C per hour was used to reach a maximum 
temperature of 1250° C, This maximum temperature was maintained 
for approximately twelve hours. The oven was then turned off and 
the door kept closed to allow the tube to eobi slowly. The results of 
this procedure yielded a uniform white coating0 except at the ends 
where the coating turned yellowish-orange, Some discontinuities 
in the smoothness of the coating surface were always present due to 
bubbles and oversized particles of TlOg, The bond between the glass 
and the quartz seemed to be made up of tiny segmented regions. An 
investigation using a microscope revealed no cracks in tie coating 
and: the coated tube used in the final system was leak-tight, i,e0, no 
cracks, through the quartz.

The thickness of the coating was estimated by sawing off a 
small piece of the tube, then sawing it lengthwise so that the thick
ness of the coating and quarts could be measured. The coating was 
then scraped off and the quarts thickness measured and by subtraction 
the coating thickness was found. Each piece was measured at several 
different points and the average was used as the coating6 s true 
thickness, Tie density of several coatings was also calculated and 
it varied from 2,39 gm/ee to 4,16 gm/cc. The density estimates could 
probably be in error by £ 15 $ because of error in the volume
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measurement and by noting that the TiC^ coating weight was obtained 
by taking the small difference between two large numbers (the weight 
of the quartz before and after being coated). It was impossible to 
measure the coating thickness to moro than 1/10,000 of an inch while 
the coating is about 20/10,000 of an inch thick. This inability to 
measure the coating volume accurately will be reflected again as 
a large source of error in the dielectric constant measurements.

Several other coating techniques were tried such as spraying 
and dipping, but these proved unsuccessful.

DIELECTRIC CONSTANT MEASUREMENTS
In order to correlate the experimental data with the theoretical 

calculations of Madison, the coating dielectric constant must be 
known. The general method of determining dielectric constants at 
microwave frequencies is to place an accurately machined sample in 
the end of a waveguide or coaxial line and relate the sample thickness 
and dielectric constant to the null locations of the VSVJR pattern with 
and without the sample.

Vie know that the dielectric constant of titanium dioxide 
varies with density. We also have no reason to assume that the coating 
has the same density as a solid cylindrical disk. Therefore, the 
above method does not seen applicable, and a more direct measurement 
method must be found.

If we take a cavity that is resonant at some frequency, oj , 
with a quality factor, Qq, and insert a small amount of an unknown 
dielectric <r0 f - tan £) both the resonant frequency and
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the quality factor will change. If the cavity fields are only slightly 
perturbed we can write, following Slater" ,

-  C^r- 0 l
to f —  —  m . i

J ltd c/cr

_A_ ) _ w  r/' /L m . 2

/&/ Vc
where /r f and where Ej is the complex conjugate of the
unperturbed electric field and E is the perturbed electric field.
The volumes of the perturbing dielectric and the cavity are Vy and 
Vc respectively. We see from UI.I that the real part of the complex 
permittivity can be related to the shift in resonant frequency.

A cylindrical cavity resonant in the TMqIq mode has only one 
component of the electric field, E„; this component is parallel 
to the cavity axis. If the coated tube is placed coaxial with the 
cavity axis, the evaluation of the integrals in equations UI.I and
III.2 becomes particularly simple if we also assume eJ ^  E. These 
equations then reduce to

k  m . 3

i-i)-'k(p
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where K is a constant and and Vc are the volumes of the dielectric 
material and the cavity respectively, where

experimental and the other analytical, The analytical method assumed 
that the fields in the perturbed cavity were the same as the normal

carried out in Appendix A, The constant so determined was 1.71, -0.l7e"K)o 
The experimental method involved measuring the shift in 

resonant frequency caused by materials with known dielectric constants 
and volumes. A copper cylindrical cavity with a height of 13.0 cm. 
and an inside diameter of 9.37 cm. was used in the measurements.
A hole at each end was cut large enough to allow the quartz tube 
to fit coaxial in the cavity. The measurement set up is shown in 
figure 6. The resonant frequency of the cavity with the uncoated 
quartz tube was measured. A known dielectric material (such as a 
Lucite tube) was placed inside the quartz tube and the resonant 
frequency measured. The results for several different dielectric 
materials and different volumes are plotted in figure ?. Vd(<fr - 1 ) 
is plotted as a function of (fo - f)/f in this figure.

III.5

which is true if the electric field is only slightly perturbed by
the presence of the unknown dielectric.

Two methods were used to determine the constant K, one

TMqiq fields of an empty cavity. The details of this analysis are
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Figure 6, Block diagram, dielectric constant measurement equipment
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If the perturbation theory is valid, we should get a straight
■ 1

line with a slope of (Ve/lC) indicating that K is indeed a constant.
The value of this experimentally derived constant was 1.68, +0.07, -0.10.

Perturbation theory requires the electric and magnetic fields 
of the cavity to be only slightly perturbed %y the unknown dielectric.
As a cheek on this condition the resonant frequency of the cavity was 
measured with the quarts tube present before and after it had been 
coated with TiOg. These frequencies were used in calculations of the 
TMqiq fields of a three and four region partially filled cavity. The 
details of this analysis are given in Appendix B, and the solutions 
for the axial electric field are shown in figure 8. Because the 
measured resonant frequency was used in the calculations instead of 
an analytically determined frequency (i.e., setting the determinant 
of the coefficients of the undefined constants equal to zero and 
solving for the resonant frequency) there is some error involved 
in the solution. This error shows itself when the boundary conditions 
are cheeked and is discussed in the Appendix. Also shown in figure 8 
is the TMq-io electric field for the empty cavity. These curves differ 
by less than 5 •

The dielectric constant of the titanium dioxide coating can 
be determined from figure 7 provided the coating volume is known.
The volume can be computed if the coating is assumed to be uniform 
along the length of the tube, since we already have a value for the 
average coating thickness from our micrometer measurements. Errors 
in the value of dielectric constant can be attributed to two major 
sources; the volume measurement, and the experimentally derived curve
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Figure 8. Electric field of the partially filled cavity
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of figure ?• The volume estimate could be in error by 10 % because 
of our error in the thickness measurement and our assumption of 
uniformity along the tube. The experimental curve in figure 7 is in 
error from two sources, only one of which is shown on the curve.
These errors are in the volumes of each known dielectric, and in the 
frequency shift caused by the dielectrics. Mechanical stability of 
the cavity and the associated equipment limits the error in each 
resonant frequency measurement to about - 2 mc/s out of about 
2,300 mc/s. But we relate the difference between two resonant frequen
cies to the dielectric constant which brings our error to about 
- 4 zic/s out of 50 mc/s. which is an error of about - 8 Therefore 
it seems that this technique can only be accurate to about -20/6 for 
dielectric constants of about 20. The accuracy improves with higher 
dielectric constants.

Two tubes were coated and the dielectric constants were 
measured as 29 and 23. It can be shown^ that the dielectric constant 
of rutile is a linear function of density over a specific range.
The slope of the line relating and density is such that small 
changes in density give large changes in No direct comparison
of the two separate methods of finding 6r were possible because 
of the difference in the sample preparation between these coatings 
and those samples used by Kingery20 to derive the curve of density 
versus dielectric constant. Another factor which prohibits comparison 
of the two methods is that the impurity content of each sample was 
not known. We have already stated that small amounts of impurities
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cause drastic reductions in the pure rutile dielectric constant of 114. 
No final chemical analysis of the ceramic coating was performed so 
the exact chemical content of the coating is not known.

DIELECTRIC CONSTANT AND TEMPERATURE
The coating must lie adjacent to a mercury-vapor discharge 

which raises the glass temperature to about 50°C. To investigate 
the effect of a higher ambient temperature the cavity and coated 
tube were placed in an oven and the temperature varied from 24°C to 
9!?C. The resonant frequency was monitored and a shift of + 1.1 me/s 
was observed. The shift in resonant frequency of the cavity with 
an uncoated tube inside was + 2.0 me/s. These two curves are plotted 
in figure 9# These curves indicate that the dielectric constant of 
the coating actually decreases with temperature. Shifts in the 
resonant frequency can be attributed to three different sources; 
the TIC? coating, the quartz tube, and the metal cavity. If we 
assume the effects due to the metal cavity and the quartz tube can 
be lumped together in curve A, we can subtract curve A from curve B 
to get C. This gives a curve of frequency shift versus temperature 
for the titanium dioxide coating alone. The maximum shift in fre
quency occurs at 9 5 and is 0.9 me/s. If we relate this back to a 
change in dielectric constant of the coating we have about a 
0.9/40.1 = 4.75 $ shift, or a drop from = 29.0 to 6r= 28.0. But 
the error in measuring the resonant frequency shift due to the coating 
at a fixed temperature is about i 8 $ due to mechanical considerations 
alone and about 20 $ total error in £>. Therefore we see that the
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shifts due to temperature changes are less than the accuracy of the 
original dielectrie measurement*

CCMChPSlOMS
It was found that titanium dioxide had the required properties 

of a eoating material. A process was developed to apply a thin 
uniform coating to the inside of a quartz tube. A cavity perturbation 
technique was developed to measure the dielectric constant of the 
coating. Possible errors in dielectric constant were estimated to be 
no greater than - 20 A 5 $ shift in the dielectric constant was 
observed over a temperature range of ZW C to 95°c<> The difference 
in the measured dielectric constant of the coating and the previously 
measured value of 114 was attributed to a lower eoating density and 
imparities. The density could possibly be improved by firing at a 
higher temperature ( 9 t25Cf C) to allow the'titanium dioxide to 
sinter more. But the effect of prolonged periods at high temperatures 
on the quartz must be considered since glass will deform at temperatures 
lower than its melting point if left there long enough. The tempera
tures used in this study represent a compromise between the oven 
capability and the glass capabilities. Another method of raising the 
dielectric constant would be to add a iitanate compound such as barium 
tiianate ( €.r - 600 ® 3 x 10^ cps) to the eoating solution. Although 
this method sounds hopeful, the dielectric loss tangent of BaTiG^ at 
that frequency is about 0.3. This is about 10^ times the loss tangent 
of titanium dioxide. Ho additional work was done on these techniques



as it was felt that they could be developed at a later date if the 
present dielectric coatings proved unworkable and a coating with a 
higher dielectric constant was needed to further extend the surface 
wave diagnostic technique,,



CHAPTER IYo A DESCRIPTION OF THE DISCHARGE TUBE 
AND m  EXPERIMEST RESULTS

THE DISCHARGE TUBE
A side view of the eonstrueted mercury-.vapor discharge tube 

is shox-m in figure 10» The plasma consists of the positive column 
of a dee» mercury-arc discharge and is approximately 30.5 em in length.

The assembled tube was placed on a vacuum system and the tube 
pressure reduced to approximately 10“^ torr. The tube was then 
baked out at 250° C with the vacuum system operating. This reduced 
the tube pressure to 10"“® torr at 24° C.

the cathode was an L-eaihode (trade name® Semieon type S) 
approximately 1.4 cm in diameter. This L~cathode has the property 
that it can be activated in a vacuum® returned to atmospheric pressure 
and reactivated in a vacuum. This cycle can be repeated several times 
during its lifetime. The activation temperature was 1150° C at 10”^ 
torr pressure. The cathode was indirectly heated to 1050° C during 
operation. The filament and. cathode were enclosed by a nickel heat 
shield as shown.

The anode was a disk (about 1.5 cm in diameter) of molybdenum 
with a highly polished planar surface.

An additional appendage containing six small mercury capsules 
each wrapped with tungsten wire was used to deposit the mercury in 
the tube. The tungsten wires on each capsule were attached to two 
leads brought into the tube through a glass press. Hie pure mercury

%
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Figure 10, Cut-avay view of the mercury-vapor discharge tube



had originally been placed In the capsule under a hard vacuum e An 
3.0 6, source was attached to the "leads and a current of about 5 amperes 
(rms) was used to outgas the tungsten wires. Then with liquid air 
around the ion-pump cold trap and the mercury trap, a higher current 
was used to break each capsule. The mercury was collected to the 
mercury trap and the appendage sealed, off and removed from the tube.

TUBE OPERATIC#
The tube was operated with the ion=.pump off and the liquid 

air removed from all traps. The ion-pump was only operated while the 
cathode was being brought up to temperature. The cathode would 
outgas as it was heated but the amount it outgassed decreased with 
time and eventually the ion-pump was not needed. Once the cathode 
had reached temperature g the ion-pump was turned off and the liquid 
air containers removed from the traps. The traps were heated to room 
temperature to drive mercury vapor throughout the tube. A d.e. 
potential of about 250 volts was applied between the anode and 
cathode with a current limiting resistor in series with the tube.
A Tesla coil was used to initiate the gas breakdown. Topical discharge 
currents were on the order of 0.40 amperes with a 50 volt drop across 
the tube.

MEASUREMENT OF U S  ELECTR0H PLASMA FREQUENCY
In order to relate the experimental data to the theory

we must know the plasma frequency. A cavity perturbation technique 
was used to measure fp versus discharge current. This measurement



gives an average fp over the column of the discharge \-Thi.ch is greater 

22 than the true plasn1a frequency. The shift in resonant frequency 

or the Tt\)10 mode was related to fp• Carlile 10 has measured lovr 

density plasma treouencies and has shmm that 

tor the eavity used in the dielectric constant measurements of 
l 

Chapter lli. 'Ibis result is true if' s./: < < 

CarlUe has shown that errors from the approxinlations made 

in the f'irst order perturbation theory and end effects total about 

too.r percent. Additional errors are introduced because of daily 

variations in the vapor pressure of the plasma. For instance if' the 

amount ot mercury-vapor varies trom day to day- a fixed current, I
0 

Will ionize a different amount ot gas: Hence the el.ectron density am 

plasma frequency will not be fixed tor a constant ! 0 • Figure 11 

illustrates 'br1o curves or plasma frequency versus discharge current 

taken on di.f"terent days. 'lbese curves differ by approld.lnately' 5 ~ 

at Io = 0.45 amperes. These curves are in good agreement with data 

obtained by Carlile on sinlllar discharge tubes. 

PIA5r1A WA VIDUIDE MEASUREMENTS 

To measure the plasma surface wave characteristics the 

tube was placed coaxial in a seetion of slotted waveguide. The 

waveguide was approximately 20. J em in length and had a radius 

o! 1 • .52 em. The slotted l'taveguide was filled wi'Ul a sliding carriage 

through which a radial probe sampled the Er component of the electric 

field. 
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The frequencies of interest in plasma surface wave studies 
are well below the cutoff frequency of the guide and these waves will 
not propagate. An Aquadag attenuator was painted on the end of the 
TIOg coated section closest to the cathode to minimize reflections. 
Reflections would be created at both the junction of the coated section 
with the uncoated pyrex and the end of the waveguide.

A surface wave coupler was placed on the coated section end 
nearest the anode. The surface waves rely on an a.c. surface charge 
density at the plasma-dielectric boundary in order to propagate.
Carlile has shown that one form of coupler, called a symmetric double
ring coupler, is a pair of parallel rings separated approximately 0.25 
to 0.51 cm which are glued to the outer surface of the glass tube. An 
electric field is set up between the rings with a strong Ez component. 
This electric field couples energy into the surface charge layer at the 
boundary. Carlile has used this coupler to excite the n = 0 and the 
n = 1 modes. It is believed that the n = 1 mode is only excited because 
of the asymmetry in the coupler structure due to the feed connection.

It was one of the purposes of this work to measure the n = 1 
mode at large values of (So. . If we examine figure 12, we see that 
values of propagation constant greater than = 3 can not be obtained 
when the n = 0 mode is present. Therefore we need a coupler which only 
excites the n = 1 mode. To accomplish this we tried to build a 
completely asymmetric coupler. This coupler is shown in the inset of 
figure 13. It consisted of two electrically isolated segments in each 
of the two parallel rings. The segments were fed 180° out of phase so





the electric field would be completely asymmetric. Figures 13 and 14 
give data on the phase shift and magnitude of the radial electric 
field component of this coupler as a function of angular rotation.
Note, the data shown in these figures will be modified by the loading 
effects of the plasma, since this data was obtained on a coupler in 
the absence of a plasma. A Fourier analysis in azimuthal components 
would yield an average or n = 0 mode for this structure. This is 
because the electric field is not completely asymmetric. A completely 
asymmetric structure would yield only odd sine components with the 
strongest being the n = 1. This coupler or modifications of it was 
the only type used to obtain propagation constant measurements. The 
feed points were changed to be diagonally opposite each other.
The structure was also rotated tt j2 radians in order to place the 
detection probe above a pair of segments rather than the (̂ = 0 point.

Figure 15 shows a block diagram of the equipment used to 
obtain oo-fi data for the propagating surface waves. It consists of 
a microwave bridge and the plasma waveguide system previously described. 
A coaxial stub tuner was used to match the coupler to the source 
at each frequency. The reference arm was connected and the bridge 
nulled. The sliding carriage was moved to a new null and this 
distance was one wavelength.

Figure 16 shows data obtained for the asymmetric coupler 
and the existence of both the n = 0 and the n = 1 modes. Frequency 
errors could be as large as - 2 # and errors in about - 3 $.
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Figures 17 and 18 show data for the modified coupler.
This data is plotted against the theoretical curves of Madison.^
The upper curve in each figure is the n = 1 curve of a three region 
system; plasma, quartz and air. The lower curve is for the n = 1 
mode of four region systems; plasma, TIO2, quartz and air. The 
TiOg dielectric coating has a dielectric constant of 29# Hie data 
points in these two figures are all points on a backward wave.
They illustrate that the TiOo coating ( 6r- = 29) has the pronounced 
effect of lowering the versus curves. This agrees qualita
tively with the theory of a four region system of these dimensions 
and relative dielectric constants.

Exact quantitative agreement is not possible because of 
several factors; the variations in with time, and the fact 
that the theoretical curves are based on a uniform (we know that 
the plasma frequency decreases with radius). This would cause the 
Cu/oĴ  data points to change asymptotes as q̂. was increased. No 
data points were obtained beyond =4.7 because of the presence 
of the n = 0 mode, which masks the n = 1 mode. This value of 
/3a. = 4.7 is approximately two times the (3a measured by Carlile.̂  

This /6a, corresponds to an n = 1 mode wavelength of 1.05 cm. It is 
estimated that a /2a of twenty will be sufficient to measure electron 
density variations.
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CHAPTER V. CONCLUSIONS

This thesis has taken several important steps toward developing 
a surface wave diagnostic technique for a laboratory plasma. The 
theory of a four region system had predicted that the n = 1 mode 
would be a backward wave suitable for plasma diagnostics if the group 
velocity could be kept large enough to reduce losses. A section of 
glass tubing was coated with a high dielectric constant material,
TiOg. This section was built into a mercury-vapor discharge tube and 
data obtained that agreed qualitatively with the theoretical curves 
of Madison. Ihe n = 1 mode was measured for greater values of 
than had previously been reported.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
Although this work took many important steps, the work in 

this field of surface wave diagnostics has barely begun. A coupler 
must be developed which will only excite the n - 1 mode if larger 
values of jSo. are to be measured. The asymmetric coupler built for 
this work was not successful because of the inability to develop a 
completely asymmetric coupler. Another problem that may hinder the 
development of this coupler is the plasma loading effects; the 
plasma may also be asymmetric. This area should be investigated 
if efforts to build the above coupler continue to fail. One solution 
to the problem may be to incorporate specific mode filters between 
the quartz and the waveguide. If the coupling problem can be solved,
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data should be taken to provide actual measurements of the electron 
density. After the average fp has been verified with the surface 
wave technique, the uJp (or n@) variation with radius should be 
investigated.

The uses of a plasma surface waves diagnostic are quite 
broad, even extending to the realm of examining the properties of 
the plasma sheath.



APPENDIX A 
ANALYTICAL CALCULATION OF THE CONSTANT K

In order to estimate the value of the constant in equation 
III.3 we will assume that the perturbed fields in the cavity are the 
same as the unperturbed TMqjq fields. Appendix B shows that this 
assumption is valid for this system. It can be shown that

^ 0/0  ̂c/ Z

/V^ op ^  J J T ^ A z  rJ  A.2

where ^ and J0 and J-j are the zero and first order Bessel
functions of the first kind. 2%,, is the first root of the zero order 
Bessel function, = 2.^05-

The cylindrical cavity is a four region system with a height h 
and the following radial variations

0 < r <f a air space a = 0.785 cm
a r <f b dielectric coating b = 0.790 cm
b <f r < c quartz tube c = 0.895 cm
c <f r <r d air space d = 4.686 cm

The dielectric coating is the material which perturbs the cavity fields.
Since Ez is tangent to the coating and the coating is thin 

compared with a wavelength, the quasi-static assumption gives 
Therefore equation III.1 becomes

(€r-Q£o ^  du- a.3

^ z [ie0rju-
JV< 59
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In equation A.3 we have written the integral in the denominator 

as the stored energy, of the completely empty cavity. This ignores 
the energy stored in the quartz tube and the dielectric coating. Hence 
we may expect our answer to be higher than the true answer. can be 
evaluated by substituting A.1 into A.3 as follows

fZTT
7  ea( V o v )  ^  cA

t0± = Z TT /? cJ *J, ( j

A.4

A.5

Similarly for the numerator we have

(€r->) €0 L  lEol dir - O j/Vj (&r '0  Ztt^i J D ( 1J 'V ) r J i A.6

We would like the final equation to have the form

= (6r-0k (^ )
c w / y III.3, A.8

therefore we must be able to factor out of the numerator, where 
Vd = (b2 - a2) Tf h. This can be done quite easily if

and
j 7¥; - j:Y A.io

A.9
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It ue use the dimensions of this system to investigate the magnitude of 

these terms, we find that 

5o-z.(~6)-:::: O_q;Cjq 

J0 

7 

{ ~ ~ := () . q Z I Z 

for a di.fference of about 0.14 f,. We also see that 

1?.(~~) ~ . ().39:5" 

J, z(~I!J~a) = (). u 39 0 
d 

tor a ditterence or 1 • .3 f,. :att these latter terms are about a raetor of 

thirty smaller than the J0 2 terms and can be neglected in this analysis. 

1herefore it seerns feasible to make the assumption that these terms are 

equal and we can write the numerator as 

t 0 (t>t) ]'{; ( E/c!cr "' W );~ ([r-') 2n h Eo { i/- a} 
[:fu'(~Q)-+- J,z("J-q)] 

!-J-=
f 
lo-f _ 
T-

~ Lu ");. 0 ""!.. ( ~r- -1) z n A 6 0 ( b ~ a. t-) ( v. 4 C. c fo) 

( (:= r -I ) ( 6 2-:_ C1) ( (j J/ ~ D&) 

d Co . z u.q 4) 

171 (~,--!) ( ~) 
Vc 

Several approximations were made in deriving the constant 

A.11 

A.12 

A.13 

A.14 

K = 1 • 71. ihe largest error arises in the denominator term v1here we 

have neglected the energy stored in the quartz tube and the dielectric 

coating. These errors are estimated to be no more than -10 tf, of 

K = 1 • 71, sinee they can only cause K to decrease. 'lhere.fore we 

fitxi that K = 1. 71, -0.17. 



APPENDIX B
ANALYTICAL CALCULATION OF THE THREE AND 

FOUR REGION TMq1o CAVITY FIELDS

In this section we evaluate the electric and magnetic fields 
of a partially filled cylindrical cavity. In particular we will 
evaluate the TMq q̂ fields used in the cavity perturbation method 
for measuring the dielectric constant of the TiOg coating.

It can be shown^that for the azimuthally symmetric (n = 0) 
mode the field solutions can be separated into pure TE and TM waves. 
Therefore the problem reduces to finding solutions to the scalar 
Helmholtz equation,

We are interested only in the TMq ô mode, therefore equations B.2 
and B.4 reduce respectively to

B.1

where and for TM modes

X7x^/
fi - a

B.2

and B.3

B.4



THREE REGION CAVITY
The three region cavity of height h has the following radial 

variations
0 <f r < a air space <£Tr = 1.00 a = 0.790 cm
a < r < b quartz tube = 3.78 b = 0.895 cm
b < r < c air space €r - 1.00 c = 4.686 cm

This cavity corresponds to the unperturbed cavity in the dielectric 
constant measurement described in Chapter III. If we solve equation 
B.1 we have

0 < r < a V,’ - ^ B.7

where

If we substitute equations B.7, 8, 9 into equations B.5, 6 
and apply the boundary conditions on Ez and Hol we obtain the 
following five equations
£3,1 - d  Jo(Aa)' 8  ) + C A/0(£z a) B.11

'a 0

- ^3j ^  Jo(ith>)-+ C A/0(iî )n CJj(U3b)~h h A/c(Jtjb) B.12

o ^ = o B.i]

4̂>, !q - ^  ja 4  ^(£,a ) - ̂  //f-Z J -+ ) j  b.14

B.15
- X ) +- A  A/,
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We see that there are six unknowns involved in these five 
equations. These are the five undefined constants and the resonant 
frequency, 60o• None of the constants can be zero and still satisfy 
the boundary conditions. Therefore, the determinant of their co
efficients must equal zero. From this deterrainantal equation we 
could calculate the resonant frequency. Fortunately we can measure 
C0o and avoid solving the equation, since it would have to be done 

on a computer.
The resonant frequency was measured and found to be 

= (14.9018 - 0.009*0 x 10^ radians/second. We will use this 
value to calculate the k^'s and the values of the Bessel functions 
in equations B.11 through B.15. This will allow us to calculate 
four of the constants in terms of the fifth. Note, one constant must 
remain arbitrary since the amplitude of the fields are not set by 
the boundary conditions but by the excitation source.

An error is introduced when the measured value of is 
used instead of the theoretically calculated value. We estimate 
this error to be about 5 This estimate is based on previous 
comparisons between theoretical and experimental calculations 
of cÔ for a completely empty cavity of the same dimensions.
We should also note that these field calculations are based on a 
completely enclosed cavity while the actual cavity has holes in 
the ends to admit the quartz tube.

Since we can only calculate the four constants in terms of 
a fifth and we have five equations, some of the equations give identical



information. This ue lO'lO't-1 to be true since they are all related 

through the calculation of Wo. If the measured value o£ W o does 

not equal the theoretical value, we eould possibly calculate different 

values for the constants. 1his would depend upon t-mich four equations 

we use from the set B. 11 through B. 15. 

Two methods v1ere used to calculate B, C, D, and F in terms of A. 

The constants were found to be 

Method 1 

B/ A = 1.164 

C/A = O.J14 

D/A = 0. 955 

F/A = -0.074 

Method 2 

B/A = 1.164 

C/A = 0.)04 

D/A = 0.955 

F/A = -0.074 

Method 1 used equations B. 11 • 12, 13, 15 whUe method 2 used 

B.11, 12, 13 and 14. '!be values ditfer by a maximum or 3 f, in one 

constant, c. L-Ie chose the values obtained by method 1. This choice 

is arbitrary because each set satisf'ies the boundary comitions with 

about the same accuracy. 

Substituting these values into equations B.?, 8, 9 and these 

into equations B.5 and B.6 gives the following 

0 < r < a E -=- - j uJ flo 4 Jo ( CJ. 4 ~ 7 r-} ~ B. 16 
_.> 

/-( = {)_ 4914 I (6. 491 r) acp B.17 

a .( r .( b F= -J· 1Jl~4 {;.;U; 4 Ju(o. 9" 0 , )+ tJ. 3; 4- !J0 (o. 9~ ~r iJ ~ B.18 

H-:. 9&,(p4{11~¢ -;(c/j~t ~) -r (1.314 ~~(IJ. 9~1o r)] 5¢ B.1 9 

b < r < e F =- -;j w/ u.:J r:J {o.CjS"£" J;(c. tf?1r)- o 67 4 NcJ .497r)) ~ B. 20 

J{-= {) _ 4714 {o . 9 ~? J: (o.4Cj7r)- CJ. 74 , C. 497r)) 6() B. 21 
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If we put these solutions into equations B.tl through Be15 

we find that the equations all check within 0,1 $ except B.14. This 
is the boundary condition on H0 and was not used to calculate the 
constants. The error shown by this condition was 10 $« This points 
out the fact that the calculated frequency does not equal the measured 
frequency.

We want to plot the magnitude of as a function of radius
for the one«, three and four region cavities in order to compare the
perturbed and unperturbed electric fields. Therefore9 we have to
know what the maximum error is for each Ez. It seems that the largest
error arises from the inaccuracy in the resonant frequency. If we 
assume an error in (kr) of 5 $ due to 6<J0 we can estimate the error
in J0 and H0= Since we are primarily interested in the f ields in
the area of the coating we will estimate the error thereg i.e.e 
kr — 0 .39 . This gives a ^ (kr) of - 0.02 which gives an error 
in J0 of approximately i  0.41 $  and an error in N0 of £ 6 .5  

Sine© the coating lies between r = 0.?85 cm and r = 0=790 cm the
error in Ez does not depend on the error in only the error in J0.
Therefore In the neighborhood of the coating 0 Ez could be in error 
by t 1

FOUR REGION CAVITY
A similar analysis was performed on the following four region 

cavity of height h0
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0 < r < a air space - 1.0 a = O.785 cm
a c r < b TiOg 29.0 b = 0.790 cm
b < r < c quartz tube = 3.78 c = 0.895 cm
c ^ r <f d air space C- = 1.0 d = 4.686 cm

The solutions for the electric and magnetic fields were 
found to be
0 < r< a - - j uoyUe/P J^CeAeg^) B.22

// - & 4S£/Q Jt (c>.4-8$r) B.23

a < r < b ^  - -j <AJJ0P [_Q.z8Q ) + /JLi APoCttotl r)jQ3 B.24

/V "  ? 627^ [o.L8cJ,(z.L?]r) V- A 7^7 Aj, (? LZl r )J B.25

b < r <r c - -JtO/JoP [/./S'*] J0(o.<}4q r) + 6. Î Cj /L̂ fC.yatyr)!&  B.26

H  - p. CJ44 P  / /. m y  S, (c- V- 2). 2&y Aj/c.yqO) ''Jjdf B.27

c <r<d <f -= - j^ C U c n T c p lC  p p & t e t r )  ' C./13 /Ud 66-4^0 rjj a, B.28 

/V - <5.<Z 5 ̂  ̂  ̂ 6.<]5>C JTf<5- r7 -£ .  /< 2> /V# (cA S g r)j b.29

If we put these solutions into similar boundary conditions 
for the four region cavity, we find that they all check within 0.1 # 
except the condition on Hq1 | a - Ho2 a. Again this boundary condition 
was not used to calculate the constants shown in equations B.22 
through B.29. The error in this condition was 11.5 $• W© see that 
this indicates the difference between the measured resonant frequency 
and the theoretical frequency.
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An estimate of the error in J0 and NQ for a 5 # error in aJ0 
gives the same results as we calculated in the previous section* But 
this time the magnitude of Ez depends on errors in both J0 and N0.
We can therefore estimate the error in Ez to be about 7 # in the 
coating region.

The solution for Ez along with Ez of the three region cavity 
is plotted in figure 6, We can see that the perturbed fields differ 
by less than 3 $ from those of the unperturbed cavity and the standard 
TMqiq electric field.
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